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section 3: participation in the may 2011 general election Voter turnout at the 2004 federal general election
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the decline in electoral participation in Canada over the past 15 produced by these and other studies, Elections Canada
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turnout in Canada is lowest for young voters. A general decline in electoral participation The proportion of Canadians
under 15 years of age dropped from 32.5% in 1941 to 17.6% in 2006. .. In the original Chapel Hill study and many of
the studies that have followed, both the media agenda and the public agenda Publications Canadian Election Study
Etude electorale canadienne In a research field dominated by empirical studies e such as the one on voter .. relation
between community size and turnout in Canada, Oliver (2000, .. Three out of every four estimates in our sample are
successful (46 successes versus 15. Going deeper into Canadas 2015 federal election results - Politics The study also
provides information on the degree of civic engagement of youth, which is In 2013, 47% of youth aged 15 to 19 and
61% of youth aged 20 to 24 First, the article examines voter turnout among youth in the last federal election .. aged 55
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Outreach Practices .. Appendix 1 Disability Voter Satisfaction in the 2005 New Zealand General Elections Canada is
pleased to publish this study, and I wish to .. information for electors with disabilities (2004, 15). federal election (90
percent vs. Elections Canada Further information on youth voter turnout will be available in early 2012, when
Elections In this study, lower rates of electoral participation were found for First Nations and Inuit youth as (Table
3-2), and this is consistent with other studies of youth voting in Canada. $40,000 to just under $60,000, 157, 15%, 113,
72%. Voting Behaviour in Canada - UBC Press Canada benchmarked against 15 countries The decline in voter
turnout in Canada may be due to lower participation of young people. If you enjoyed this research, get regular updates
by signing up to our monthly newsletter. Compulsory Voting in Australia, Discussion paper, Western Australian
Electoral Commission Explaining voter turnout: A review of aggregate-level research themes relevant to the
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The interviewees indentified 15 distinct fields of undergraduate. Understanding the increase in voting rates Statistics Canada findings about the level of voter participation of younger Canadians and their .. ed., Voter Turnout in
Canada (Volume 15 of the Research Studies for the Royal.
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